Annual Report
AMMA says - Love is the very foundation, beauty and fulfilment of life. Have
the courage to dispel darkness from the world. Light your little candle and
step forward.
The Guru’s lotus feet shine like the gems that are the revelations of the
scriptures. The guru is the sun that causes the lotus of the vedantic wisdom to
bloom. To that guru I offer my prostrations.
Amrita is the temple devoted to imparting a unique concation of scared
Indian culture, knowledge and skill.
Amma says – “In this universe it is love that binds everything together.
Love is the very foundation, beauty and fulfilment of life.”
We are overjoyed to inform you that grade X students have continued
the winning streak and have brought laurels to the institution. 2 students
have secured above 90 % marks. 21 students have secured Distinction.
“Earth provides enough to satisfy every man’s needs, but not every man’s
greed.
Environment is everything that determines our life.
World
Environment Day was celebrated on 5thjune. A virtual mime act which stated
the importance of plants on this occasion.
Yoga is not just physical movement, like going to the gym and exercising
rather it is another way to know god, the infinite power we truly are “.
We celebrated international yoga day on 21st June . Importance of yoga was
revealed by the students in the form of speech.
To make the students aware of the traffic rules, virtual workshop was
organised on 9th July . Inspector of Motor Vehicles Sri Om Prakash addressed
the students and asked them to follow the traffic rules and be safe.
Love and spiritual values received from the parents are the strongest
assets for a child to face the various trials of adulthood. The Guru is like the
sun , He just shines and whoever keeps the door of the heart open receives
the light. Guru Poornima was celebrated on with a pure heart and full of
devotion. Amma’s Pada Pooja was performed by the staff members,
and the students performed their parents Pada Pooja.
Krishna VandeJagadaguru goes a saying about Lord Krishna. Krishna
Janmastami was celebrated with great joy by virtual chanting of shlokas, singin
bhajans.
Amma – the incarnation of love and compassion says “ A kind word, a
compassionate glance or a small favour can bring light into our lives, On
account of Amma’s birthday Amma’s Pada Pooja was performed.

On account of Amma’s birthday celebrations the principal and the staff
of Amrita Vidyalayam sponsored one day breakfast and lunch for the students
of Mahesh Foundation.
To make the students ideal citizens of tomorrow and to highlight the
sacrifices of great leaders various days where celebrated virtually such as
independence day, Kanakadas Jayanti, Gandhi Jayanti , Teacher’s Day ,
Karnataka Rajyotsava, Children’s Day , Hindi Diwas and World Peace day.
“When you are joyful, when you say yes to life and have fun and project
positivity all around you, you have become a sun in the centre of every
constellation and people want to be near you.”
A virtual workshop for teachers on “Attitude Matters” was conducted on
13thjuly. Mr. Sameer Walawalkar precided as the facilitator for the workshop.
“Happiness lies in the joy of achievement and the thrill of creative effforts”
Astonding performance of Amrita Vidyalayam Students at district level
Competition Shepali S. Shankargouda of grade IX Secured 1Gold Medal and 2
silver Medals in Skating competition conducted by Belgaum district roller
skating association and has been selected for state level competition by
securing 11 points.
Abhay P Kalghatkar of grade X secured 1st place in science invention held
at Belgaum Zilla Balabhavan and has been selected for State Level.
In All India general Knowledge Exam Suraj Jutti of grade VIII Secured 18th Rank
Consecutively for 3 Years.
Tanishka S. Tarihalkar, Shrestha V. Rotti of Grade V and Yash Pijolli of
grade IV excelled in inter school swimming competition organised by KLE
International School Belagavi.
Self-defence is not only our right, it is our duty. Students of Amrita
Vidyalayam have excelled in national level Karate Championship organized by
Belagum branch of GEZUKE Martial Art Bengaluru. Our Students Won 8 Gold
Medals, 12 Silver Medals, 3 Bronze Medals in Kata and 7 Gold Medals, 10 Silver
Medals and 6 Bronze Medals in Kumite.
Our Students brought glory and fame by winning Runner Up General
Championship Trophy in Aahvan Inter School Fest Conducted by RPD College,
Belagavi.

Amma says, “ Accept failure as an experience you need for your growth. Be
glad that some karma is completely, see your failure as a lesson, learn from it
and move on.” These inspiration words of Amma have blessed Vaishnavi
Kadiwal, student of std VII, who set a new record in the achievement category,
in Karnataka Achievers Book of Records.” Her excellence in Karnataka Sangeet
[3 levels],drawing, drama, dance and great general knowledge have helped her
to achieve the success. “Peace brings with it so many positive emotions that it
is worth aiming for in all circumstances.”

